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### Title:
**Judicial Fiscal Autonomy and Property Disposal Authority: A Review of COA’s Audit on the
Supreme Court’s Asset Sale to Retirees**

### Facts:
This matter arose from Memoranda, dated July 14, 2011, and August 10, 2010, submitted by
Atty. Eden T. Candelaria, concerning the valuation and sale of government properties to
retired Supreme Court Justices. The Commission on Audit (COA) identified an aggregate
underpayment of ₱221,021.50 by five Justices based on their applied valuation formula,
contrasting with the appraisals made by the Supreme Court’s Property Division using the
Constitutional Fiscal Autonomy Group (CFAG) Joint Resolution No. 35 and its guidelines, as
pursuant to a 2004 Supreme Court En Banc Resolution.

Atty. Candelaria recommended upholding the Court’s computation method, advocating for
the  judiciary’s  fiscal  autonomy and expressing  concern  over  COA’s  questioning  of  the
Court’s  authority—a  challenging  stance  not  previously  entertained  by  COA  in  related
circumstances.

### Issues:
1.  Whether the Supreme Court’s use of CFAG Joint Resolution No. 35 to compute the
appraisal value of properties for retirement sale to Justices violates any fiscal management
or accountability laws.
2. The extent and implication of the judiciary’s fiscal autonomy concerning its ability to
value and dispose of its properties.
3. The impact of COA’s audit findings on the judiciary’s fiscal independence, stemming from
COA’s challenge against CFAG-based valuations.

### Court’s Decision:
The Supreme Court upheld Atty. Candelaria’s recommendations, asserting the judiciary’s
fiscal autonomy. It emphasized the COA’s constitutional role in post-audit examinations does
not supersede the judiciary’s authority to manage its resources and affairs independently,
including the valuation and disposal of its properties. The judiciary’s fiscal independence
and separation of powers principle served as the foundational basis for the Court’s decision,
maintaining that the COA’s questioning went against established legal and constitutional
guarantees.

### Doctrine:
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This  resolution reinforced the doctrine of  **judicial  fiscal  autonomy**,  highlighting the
judiciary’s exclusive right to govern its budgetary and administrative discretion without
external interference. It underscored the separation of powers doctrine by affirming the
judiciary’s  independent  capacity  to  dispose  of  its  assets,  a  decision  grounded  on  the
constitutional  provision  safeguarding  judicial  independence,  both  in  decisional  and
institutional  aspects.

### Class Notes:
**Key Elements for Memorization:**
– **Judicial Fiscal Autonomy**: The judiciary enjoys full  flexibility in the allocation and
utilization of  its  budget  and resources.  “Fiscal  autonomy means freedom from outside
control” (Bengzon v. Drilon).
– **Separation of Powers**: Each government branch operates independently within its
realm, ensuring a system of checks and balances. The Judiciary is supreme within its own
sphere, particularly in exercising budgetary and administrative supervision.
– **Doctrine of Independence**: The judiciary must operate free of interference from the
legislative and executive branches, especially regarding budgetary matters and property
management.
– **COA’s Role**: Constitutionally tasked with the post-audit of government accounts but
must respect the judiciary’s fiscal autonomy.
– **Critical Statutory Provision**: 1987 Philippine Constitution, Article VIII, Section 3 – “The
Judiciary shall enjoy fiscal autonomy.”

### Historical Background:
The  resolution  in  question  speaks  volumes  about  the  historical  tension  between  the
standpoint of  constitutional  independence and fiscal  autonomy of the judiciary and the
oversight functions of state audit bodies like COA. Stemming from a longstanding tradition
of rewarding retiring justices through property sales, this case signifies a critical juncture
where  the  Supreme  Court  reasserts  its  constitutional  mandate  against  perceived
encroachments, thereby reinforcing the concepts of autonomy and independence that have
historically been both contentious and pivotal to the functioning and self-regulation of the
judiciary within the Philippine political system.


